NOTES

1. COMPACT CAR SPACES
   a. STALL WIDTH MAY BE REDUCED BY ONE FOOT.
   b. STALL LENGTH MAY BE REDUCED BY THREE FEET.
   c. "COMPACT PARKING ONLY" SHALL BE STENCILED ON THE PAVEMENT AT THE ENTRANCE TO EACH STALL WITH 6" MINIMUM HEIGHT LETTERS.
   d. THE ALLOWABLE PERCENTAGE OF COMPACT CAR SPACES IS CONTAINED IN THE CITY'S ZONING ORDINANCE.
   e. WHEN PROVIDED, COMPACT CAR SPACE CLUSTERS SHALL BE DISPERSED THROUGHOUT THE PARKING LOT, NOT CONCENTRATED IN ONE AREA

2. PARALLEL SPACES
   PARALLEL PARKING SPACES SHALL BE 6' X 22' WITH THE FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONS:
   a. PARALLEL SPACES ALONG A WALL, FENCE, OR HEDGE SHALL BE TEN FEET WIDE
   b. PARALLEL SPACES HAVING NO OBSTRUCTION OR ADJACENT PARKING SPACE WITHIN TEN FEET OF ONE END MAY REDUCE THE LENGTH TO 20 FEET. IF BOTH ENDS ARE SIMILARLY CLEAR, THE SPACE MAY BE REDUCED TO 18 FEET.